MDC Board of Commissioners Meeting 9.20.22 5pm – Planned comments by Judith Futerfas
Hello. The information I refer to here has been documented by experts who have worked with and/or
developed this technology. I am requesting money in the County budget to address, remedy, and
prevent the concerns stated herein. Everyone has heard of Havana Syndrome, however, remote satellite
technology causes these symptoms and much more horror on an often-daily basis for a large number of
people, mainly civilians, in the US, and worldwide. These people are referred to as “Targeted
Individuals” or “TIs”. Earlier today I emailed members of this Board and Mayor transcribed video links to
two top references… Dr. Robert Duncan, an ex-CIA and DARPA scientist, as well as Dr. James Giordano,
a Georgetown professor and Pentagon Advisor, have worked in this field for decades. I have these and
many other links to experts at my site ourconstitution.info. I have extreme personal concerns I have
documented at my site and with many overseeing agencies, including submitted regarding a current
Court matter here in Miami-Dade County. The cover-up has been long-term and expansive, including by
overseeing agencies in this County. TIs as a whole have been reporting to their representatives and
Congress for decades, as well as to the FBI, various military and government OIGs and OSIs, only to be
met with a wall of silence, or at best, inaction. Dr. Duncan and an FBI colleague went before the Senate
Intelligence Committee some years ago and were told that they had never heard of MKULTRA. TIs have
gone to the media, and with very few exceptions, silence there as well. This is high-level CIA technology
administered via US military satellites. CIA human experimentation such as under the MKULTRA
program never ended as it was supposed to under the Congressional 1975 Church Committee. This is a
continuation of the brain experimentation from Nazi Germany, with many Nazis brought here, one
source stating over a thousand, their travel facilitated by the CIA.
This tech uses one’s unique brain frequencies, also called a “brainprint” or eeg, to access remotely an
individual person, and the captor can see and hear all that the victim does, as well as insert thoughts
and words. Victims may not even know they are captives and being watched. Many are tortured.
Blackmail and threats are rampant, including against attorneys, when TIs attempt to contact them, law
enforcement, seek medical help, etc. I do not have to tell you the implications for our justice, medical
systems, as well as concerns for Due Process and privacy. The perpetrators, via this unique brainprint,
have complete access to a person’s brain functions, and can cause any manifestation that the person
could do themselves. Not only physically, but emotions can be altered, and the captor can communicate
via words that only the captive can hear. Pain and other symptoms are also deliberately caused not only
to torture, but to increase revenue for the medical industry. The captor can kill including by inducing a
heart attack, or by slowing the heart. Limbs can be made to move so that one trips while walking, or
loses control of a car or motorcycle. This energy technology can also bring down buildings.
As many of you know, the 2nd largest CIA hub is located on the University of Miami Coral Gables
campus.
I am requesting that the budget include money to address, remedy, and prevent these concerns. I am
demanding that this targeting cease and desist immediately for all, and that all data is returned to
victims, no copies anywhere. I am demanding that this targeting cease and desist immediately for all,
and that all data is returned to victims, no copies anywhere. Of course, justice must be served for all
those involved. In my opinion this would warrant a Nuremberg II.
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